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Many of the books and articles that have attempted to make sense of the 2007–09 financial

crisis have approached it as a moment of rupture or exception within their assumed frame-

works, whether mainstream economic (Acharya & Richardson, 2009; Crotty, 2009), social

scientific (Chappe et al., 2013; MacKenzie, 2011) or Marxist (Duménil & Lévy, 2011; Foster

& Magdoff, 2009). Ivan Ascher’s Portfolio Society is unique in that it takes the financial

crisis as an opportunity to shift the frame for understanding financial capitalism itself.1

While his argument is decidedly Marxist, it is heretical even for that approach. For rather

than simply unpacking the supposed causes and impacts of the crisis, Ascher leverages them

to suggest that finance has become a new centre of gravity in the economy, running in eerie

parallel to industrial capitalism. Throughout the book, Ascher makes this argument by

providing and reinterpreting original passages from the work of Karl Marx. While the

topic of the book might seem more suited to a Marxist audience, this careful presentation

of the original theory and Ascher’s reinterpretation means that it can and should be read

more widely by anyone with an interest in the politics of finance.
Ascher packages a provocative rereading of Marx’s fundamental categories within an

engaging narrative that is one part playful storytelling, one part true crime mystery. For

Ascher, the financial crisis doesn’t inaugurate this story, but it is a moment in time where

many subplots collide. Working backward, forwards and out from the crisis, Ascher shows

us how these subplots – including the deregulation of financial markets, the ‘rise of modern

financial theory’ (41), the development of financial derivatives, and the cultural construction

of ‘Homo proabilis’, the financialized subject (85) – fit together to reveal a financial capi-

talism that we have yet to fully grasp.
Most significantly, he retells the story of ‘Moneybags’, the ‘embryo capitalist’ (Marx,

2003 [1867]: 163) whom Marx ‘followed . . . to the market’ to discover the hidden abode of

production (Ascher 63). When Ascher follows a contemporary Moneybags (and despite the

implied parallel with Marx, he does so with humility and wonder),2 he sees him gathering

together not labour power in the factory, but ‘promises’ in new financial securities (76).

Those promises to pay or loan obligations are conceived within finance not as agreements

based in trust but risks. And for Ascher those risks are monetized in the hidden abode

of predication – the factory of finance – where financial securities are produced.
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The implications of Ascher’s retelling are incisive and broad: finance is no longer a parasitic
or fictitious add-on to the ‘real’ economy. It is a central location of valuation and Marxist
theory must expand to address it.

Ascher’s argument unfolds as a playful yet forceful series of illustrations of the ways that
Marxist theory can take finance seriously. In the second chapter, Ascher explains that
financial securities – stocks, futures, options, bonds, asset-backed securities and credit
derivatives – map easily onto Marx’s definition of the commodity. In this post-Bretton
Woods, post-Black-Scholes-Merton options pricing formula era, financial securities are
therefore a new ‘monstrous collection’ of commodities.3 These commodities have the special
property not only of exchange value, but of ‘hedging value’ or the ability to hedge risk when
bought and sold in just the right mix. This is a key insight of Ascher’s analysis. Financial
securities valorize risk, just as commodities valorize use, but in so doing, they fetishize the
origins of that risk. Ascher explains:

it also seems that over the years, we have allowed ourselves to proceed as if all these risks were

not only natural categories, but entirely commensurable, and we have even trained ourselves—

or those who trade our pension funds on our behalf—to treat such equivalences as natural and

inevitable, almost necessary. (62)

Financial securities are incarnations of risk, and therefore, are no less mystifying than
Marx’s industrial commodities. As they stand in relation to one another, they obscure the
complex relations of their origins, including the relations between those who risk – those
whose promises to pay are securitized and traded for profit – and those who predict that risk
and profit from it.

In the third chapter, Ascher turns to the ‘hidden abode of prediction’ – the laboratories of
finance where risk is assessed and new financial commodities are produced. This process
begins with credit reporting in the early twentieth century and statistical credit scoring mid-
century. For Ascher, the credit score – the late twentieth century outcome of these processes
– is key for prediction, in that it turns the age-old lending question of trustworthiness into an
objective calculation. This objective calculation enables finance (or in Ascher’s narrative
style, its personification in Moneybags) to combine all kinds of risks for new kinds of
profit making.4

In chapter 4, we learn about ‘homo probabilis’, the subject of financial capitalism. Ascher
argues that just as primitive accumulation in the sixteenth century forced peasants into the
cities to labour to survive, ‘the end of Keynesianism and the demise of the welfare state in
both Europe and the United States’ has forced people into financial relationships of debt
and investing – particularly in pensions and individual retirement schemes – in order to
obtain the necessities of everyday life (88). Ascher cites Jacob Hacker’s (2006) notion of the
‘the great risk shift’ to draw a parallel between the primitive accumulation described by
Marx and a new kind of financial enclosure that draws more and more people into the
circuits of finance. In this parallel, Marx’s ‘vagabond’ – the sad character who casts
about trying to survive under the new pressures of capitalism and fails – becomes
Ascher’s ‘subprime’ – the borrower who is punished for missing loan payments with a falling
credit score that will make getting new debt, an apartment, a car or even a job, even more
difficult. But homo probabilis is not solely exploited, he is also a gambler of sorts, making
his own bets by borrowing to obtain assets like a house, even while financial traders are
betting on whether he’ll make it. Therefore, the casino is not the best metaphor for financial
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capitalism. For Ascher, the racetrack – with jockeys attempting to win the race while

gamblers place bets on the outcome – better captures the

division between those whose lives keep placing them at risk and having thus to seek protection

(say, in the form of a loan or an insurance policy) and those whose position of relative security,

by contrast, gives them the opportunity to take risks—say, by lending to others or betting on

their probability of default. (124)

Ascher concludes Portfolio Society by telling the story of Fabrice Tourre, ‘the only individ-

ual to have been successfully prosecuted’ for his role in the financial crisis (110). Tourre was

convicted of misleading investors in the famous 2006 ABACUS deal, a collateralized debt

obligation (CDO) based on subprime mortgage backed securities that seems to have been set

up to fail. It was arranged and sold to investors so that a hedge fund could short it – i.e. bet

that it would default. For Ascher, Tourre’s trial is not an indictment of his or any other

party’s actions or intentions. Instead, it was an opportunity for the Securities and Exchange

Commission to defend financial capitalism despite the fact that, in the age of CDOs and

credit default swaps, traders are betting against deals all the time. Tourre became the scape-

goat whose prosecution protected the system that immiserates people as a matter of course

even when there are not – as there were Tourre’s case – incriminating emails revealing the

intention to immiserate.
Portfolio Society makes a convincing argument for the isomorphism between the capi-

talism described by Marx and the financial capitalism that gave us the 2007–09 crisis. It uses

some of the same critical levers that Marx did – primitive accumulation, mystification and

class – to provoke us to care about esoteric financial topics like options pricing and loan

securitization. However, there are holes in the equivalence Ascher makes that raise more

critical questions. For instance, he does not offer a correlate to surplus value production

within finance. The notion that labour alone is productive of value grounds the Marxist

argument that finance is parasitic and fictional (Marx, 2003 [1867]: 477). Ascher never

addresses the issue head on, though he hints that risk is the source of value when he

claims that ‘financial securities have value as hedges insofar – and only insofar – as they

are definite quantities of “congealed” risk’ (45). The claim that risk is equivalent to labour

deserves much more development. Where is the surplus and how is it captured? Are securi-

tizers and traders also contributing to the production of financial value or are they just

correlates to the merchants and shopkeepers of industrial capitalism – circulating but not

producing value? Is there a socially necessary quantity of risk? How is it set?
Ascher’s failure to engage with these more technical and difficult questions about the

parallels he draws may leave some readers feeling unsatisfied. The book shows us a new way

that we are stuck in capitalism – this time through our loans rather than our labour – but

fails to offer any sense of remedy. But that does not mean that it is only a thought exercise.

Instead, Portfolio Society is a careful, clear and engaging exposition of a new way of think-

ing about the politics of finance that will be as provocative for researchers as it is informa-

tive for advanced undergraduate and graduate students interested in political economy and

finance. At the very least, Portfolio Society should motivate us to explore more thoroughly

the parallels between industrial and financial capitalism and to imagine what kinds of rem-

edies or revolutions might work in a society where prediction, as much as production,

grounds value.
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Notes

1. Christian Marazzi’s (2011) The Violence of Financialized Capitalism and Carlo Vercellone’s (2010)

‘The Crisis of the Law of Value and the Becoming-Rent of Profit’ also undertake Marxist reread-

ings of finance. The former proposes that finance is the other face of ‘biocapitalism’, which extracts

‘surplus-value by pursuing citizen-laborers in every moment of their lives’ (Marazzi, 2011: 55).

Similarly, the latter argues that finance today is solely a parasitical drawing of rent from autono-

mous labour processes (Vercellone, 2010). These rereadings do not draw the extensive parallels

between financial and industrial capitalism that Ascher does.
2. As soon as Ascher draws the parallel – ‘What would it mean, then (with apologies to Marx and

Thomas Piketty) to write Capital in the twenty-first century?’ – with all the grandeur that implies, he

immediately circumscribes the importance of his contribution: ‘The analysis I propose, as the reader

will have guessed, is shamelessly derivative’ (27).
3. Bryan and Rafferty (2007) make a similar argument when they suggest that derivatives are a new

form of money.
4. Ascher pays special attention to the creation of mortgage-backed securities, the prices of which

derive in part from the credit scores of the borrowers of the particular mortgages that make up

the securities.
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